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Abstract

This research dealt with the structure of the exile sentence in the seven commentaries. It was based on Al-
Zawzani’s interpretation of its suitability for the subject of the study. Par in the poetry of the seven pendants.
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Introduction

The pendants represent the highest literary art runways that the pre-Islamic poetry reached in terms of maturity and
artistic perfection. The researchers differed on the reason for naming it. Some of them said that it was (stuck in one of
the pillars of the Kaaba during the seasons) and that was the pride of the Arabs in their ignorance) ., and the first
poetry suspended in pre-Islamic poetry Imru Al-Qais was chosen by the Arabs because she represented the same
poetry in that era and suspended her between the curtain of the Kaaba, as mentioned by Ibn Abd Rabbuh Al-Andalusi
in the unique contract, and some of them went to call it pendants because they were hung in people's minds as well as
hanging them on the wall of the Kaaba after they wrote it in gold on the Egyptian Coptic . (He denied the idea of her
commentary, Shawqi Dhaif : (It was not attached to the Kaaba as some of the later claim, but rather it was called for
its breath) . and the pendants were called by other names, including the seven doctrines the items, the lengths and the
fame, and this appears in the name of its explanations ((the most famous of which is the name of the pendants.
Because it represents the climax of what pre-Islamic poetry reached in terms of crafting, drafting quality, removal of
pronunciation, accuracy of meanings, good illustration and sincerity of feelings, it is an artistic portrait and an honest
mirror of Arab life, customs, traditions, news, wisdom and importance, it was covered by the old commentary,
including Al-Zawzani (T. 486) mentioned in Muqdad Metha (This is an explanation of the seven poems, his dictation
of brevity and abbreviation, then formatted as follows: Amru Al-Qais, Tarfa, Zuhair, Lapid, Amr bin Kulthum, Antara,
Al-Harith bin Helza.

The first topic: Method of negation: negation Language: Expulsion is said to be the exile of the man when he expelled
him and his exile)) And it came in the intermediate lexicon: He denied something negatively, he saved and removed it.

Negation is a convention: veto an idea and deny it, and it is against positives or evidence, and negation overturns the
provisions of a sentence or speech by entering one of his tools that usually tops the sentence on which the denial
occurs and denying the thing to deny him. This was called Grandfather. Negation is more general than infidelity and
broader, so it became more widely used and widely circulated. It is a linguistic method determined by the occasions of
saying and it is denunciation and denial of what is mentioned in the mind of the addressee and the negation of the
sentence means the denial of the chain of transmission and its invalidation and the negation. The Arab is on her exile,
so some of it is a factor, including the one that is not working, including the neglected. So if he denies the verb, it is
said that an exile did, and if he negated the words it was said the exile and its tools: (not, what, why, if not, why not,
why not), but the implicit negation (Unseen): It is the negation that occurs without the explicit tools of negation, but
rather takes place with other tools The method to negation in a transformative process from the basis on which its
functions were established and stipulated to wear a new robe is negation as interrogative tools, tools of non-assertive
condition (Lula, Loma, Lu), prohibition and wishful thinking and some verbs that achieve negation and carry its
significance such as (refuse, reject, prevent) . The negative sentence may be confirmed by the tool itself or the use of
other terms and structures, or it may be uncertain.

The first topic: The tools that deny the noun sentence: (not, what, what, not, if).

1- Not: a past static incomplete verb based on conquest, the initiator raises a name to it and sets up the news as news
to it, works unconditionally and the grammar is different in it, is it a verb or letter, and what the grammarians need is a
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static verb that does not act and Hebron sees it as a compound: (And deliver it not despair, and the hamza was brought
up and the mother was blameless). And when the public is competent in the negation of the case, and with Ibn Malik it
denies the case, the past and the reception. It denies the case at launch, and the temporal presumption determines the
time course for it in the past or in the case or Reception. Ibn Hisham says about an actual inevitability (not) that it
relates to the pronouns of lifting and that the conscience holds it towards: (Zaid is not standing), so its name was
hidden, and this is not in the letter, and Abu Ali Al-Farsi and Ibn Shukair went to it as a letter and confirm the phrase
(not) with the addition of prepositions In her news or (from) in her name, Tarfa said:

He says, and you may see the job and its leg, don't you see that I came with a pro .

She denied (not) the nominal sentence represented by the pronoun of lifting (you) and told her the actual sentence
(you see) and she made (V) in the place of raising her name, and she indicated the event of the action where the vision
got the job falling if it was held by the sword.

I am not afraid of Talaa fear, but when will the people be fed up? .

The conscience of the elevation called (not) a name for it and it is not permissible to separate it from it and increased
(B) in its news for confirmation, so (halal) news is not a verbally worded verb in the local language and if the sentence
was returned to the proof then the saying (I am permissible to see) would have risen from the flow of water and
decreased From the mountains. And he said:

Hossam, if you won it, the oud should be met from him, starting not with a table.

The name (not) is a hidden conscience whose appreciation he and her (Muddad) underlined, affirming with the
preposition B.

Antara said: I questioned the deaf spear. His clothes are not generous to the canna in Muharram.

She entered (not) on the beginner the apparent name (the generous) and raised her name to her and confirmed her
news (Muharram) with the extra word, and do not abbreviate (not) here the case to prove the characteristic of (the
gracious) at any time, and it is not permissible to present her news on it as it was in Kane and her sisters, it says:
(Mohsin was Zaid) It is not permissible to say: (Mohsin is not Zaid), because (it is not) a static verb that does not
behave (it was) because you did not say about it with a verb or an actor and some Arabs likened it to (what) . Zuhair
said:

Kulum is exempted by the percentages, and it is struck by those who are not in it with a criminal. It has hidden the
name of (not) and its appreciation and its report (Muharram) are confirmed by the extra preposition (B). And her news
may come almost like a blinking saying: And do not make me as a reader who does not care like my mind, nor does
sing the lyric and my scene.

The name (not) of knowledge came in addition to the conscience of backbiting (distraction) and its semi-sentence of
the neighbor and the sewer (khemi) is called and relates to its news. From what was mentioned in her news on her
name, Al-Harith bin Halza said:

The strikers are not from us, I am not a jandal, nor did a goggle its semi-sentence news (from us) is presented on its
name (the strikers) raise by Waw because it is a late reminder of the name and its saying:

Or is it against us, was it an otter? Or we are not obligated to us from what they have gained a call, a semi-sentence
(upon us) in the place of erecting news that is not presented and its name (call).

And if it comes after (not) an actual sentence for which a name is estimated and it is a veiled conscience and its actual
sentence is expressed in the place of erecting news for it, such as Al-Harith:

It does not save habitat from beware of Tod's head and free men.

2- What: Three cases are mentioned: working (not) or neglected, or not working, and the people of Al-Hijaz are
similar to them (not), so they raise the beginner with a name for it and install the news with it as a news for it called
Hijaz because the people of Hijaz work it and do not work for it in the language of the people of Tamim, (Al- Ba) may
be increased in her news to confirm, and she does (what) does (not) unless she meets the conditions of her work
stipulated by the grammarians that her news does not advance on her name and her denial does not contradict (except)
meaning that she does not separate (except) between her name And tell her and not increase (if) after it and do not
repeat. And the time that (what) the case denies, and it is thus consistent with (not) in negating the noun sentence
except that (what) is a letter and not a verb, and both tools deny the identification of the name with the news, and (B)
is increased in its news, and (who) is increased in the name (not And the name (what), and (not) bear the pronoun and
(what) do not.
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Imru Al-Qays said: Isn't that long night, not to be spoiled in the morning and the morning is the same from you .,
entered (what) the negating worker did (not) according to a whole origin of the beginner and informs so the first raised
a name for her and the second set up a news for her to meet the conditions of her work and her news came confirmed
by the extra-preposition ( B) so I represent the news of (what) Al-Hijaziyah is a verbally sanctified place.

A blink said: for your age, I do not know Ali with a day's cloud, nor at night with Ali Sarmad ., (what) deny the
nominal sentence (my command is a blame) and the negation of (what) needs a section to confirm it, so the poet came
to the section (for your age) by opening the eye and without the section in it and the right with the extra preposition (B)
in its news and set (daytime) on the envelope.

Zuhair said: What is related to it by the stoned hadith ., came the name of (what) the conscience related to (it) and its
report (with the hadith) confirmed by the verdict, as it is censored verbally in place.

3- What neglected negation: It is called so if she lost one of the conditions of her work, such as providing her news in
her name or the revocation of her denial by (except) Ibn Yaish says: (What) is this, and if she is similar to (not) and
does her work, then she is weaker than her, because (not) He did and (what) a letter and therefore it is weak if he
presented her news on her name or entered an exception between the name and the news the hero of her work and the
post rose to begin with and the news towards: (what Zaid rose), (what is bad is considered), (and what is added is only
existing) ( ), And (not) it works in any case .. Zuhair said neglected:

War is nothing but what you learned and tasted, and what is it about it with a translated conversation. .

(What) neglected came to contradict her negation by (no), as the separation tool separated between the name and the
news, so there is no name and no news in (the war) is a beginner and the connected name (what) in the place of raising
the news other than what it came in the second part, from the house if we do not lose One of the conditions of her
work was in effect. Al-Harith bin Halza said: We have done to them as God knows, and those who have the blood
have no blood .

Where she neglected (what) to present her semi-sentence news from the neighbor and the criminal on her name (blood)
and increased (if) that followed to confirm and (if) it only increases with (what) neglected or not working. Imru Al
Qais said:

Then the oath of God, the owner of a trick, said: “And when I see seduction about you, you will be revealed.”

@@@@@@@@

She neglected (Ma) to present her semi-sentence news from the neighbor and the criminal under her name (a ruse),
and the poet affirmed her sentence by swearing by the word (right of God) by raising the beginning and appreciation
(the oath of God is my oath) or (Ali) and with the position of (oath) with appreciation (I swore the oath of God) then
Fall and exceeded the chapter and erected.

As for (what) negatively inactive: it is called so if it enters into the past verb, denies the time of its occurrence in the
past, and enters into the present tense, so its negation of the situation is concluded, and it does not affect a monument
as (will not) nor a certain as (no, why), but the exile verb remains raised. The (if) may be increased to confirm. Imru
Al-Qais said: As soon as I see seduction reveal ., I entered (what) on the present tense actions and denied the case and
did not touch the verbs with any Arab effect because it is not working and denied the case with it.

3-Latt: It is similar to (not), and some grammarians see that it is a combination of (no) negation and (feminization V)
and it is said that (V) exaggeration, . and increased (V) as increased in (THMT) .. Latt) did (not) so the former raised a
name for it and set up the second as a news item, and its name and its news are required to be from the meanings of
time such as (when) and the equivalent meanings such as (time, hour, time, time, day), otherwise its name and its
news and the face most likely to be deleted Her name. And the lighter went, because it does nothing, and if the name
is found after it is erected, it is erected as a conscientious act, and if it is found raised, it is beginner, and the news is
deleted. The grammarians authorized the traction by it ., and in this case it is neglected, and the post-it is a bad name
and differs from (not) that it does not enter the question and does not add (B) in its news, and (Latt) did not appear in
the poetry of the seven commentators.

4- That: Nafeh is a work factor (not): If she enters the nominal sentence, she raises the first name for her, and the
second is appointed as a news item for her, and it is

required for her to not be informed of her name, and her denial does not contradict (except).

The doctrine of most of the visual and readers is that it does nothing and the doctrine of the Kufic - except readers - it
does work (not). .
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The poet said: If he seizes one of the highest, the weakest of the insane .

It is not required in her name and her news that they are deniers, but she works in denial and knowledge, and she did
not want (if) the work is a work (not) in the seven pendants and there is no trace of it in the Holy Qur’an, and there is
frequent entry (if) on the past or present tense and denies with the present tense and is called: . The negated neglect: If
her news is presented in her name, or her denial denies (not).

And it is called (if) negatively inactive: if it entered the past or the present tense, and (the) negation in its three types is
not mentioned in the pending. The non-negatives are provided with conditional and extra. A policewoman came in
saying a blink: If you cannot pay my daughters, let me start it with what I have in my hand .

And there was an extra word in the saying of one of Al-Qays: As soon as I see the seduction about you, you see .

4 - No: It was stated in the tongue of the Arabs that no: a letter that is denounced and disgraced . and is divided in
terms of work into two parts, operating, non-operating, and operating in two types:

A - negating the sex: it is the one who does a job.

@@@@@@@

The copyist assigns the novice a name to it, raises the news to her, and works on conditions: that she denies the whole
sex a text, not a possibility, if she does not intend to include sex, she did not work, and that her name and her news are
reprehensible and does not separate her from her name, And her news does not advance after her name, so if she
progressed, she neglected, and not preceded by a preposition towards: (the poor slept without increasing), and her
news was frequently deleted by the Hijazis, if it was knowledge and tamim that she did not mention at all .. Its name
comes singly, added, or similar to additive. As for the singular name, it is necessary to build on what is attached to it.
And its construction is analogous to fifteen ., in terms of construction, and is called (no) acquittal .

Imru Al-Qais said: "Lord, will you have a good day for them, especially a day in a jingle circuit?"

Where she entered (no) denying sex, which is (C) in the sense of an example, and the extra (Ma) called her and added
her name to (day) so that her name is affixed to the hole and omits her news (Joe) with an existing estimate or object
and it may be expressed in the case of the accusation of discrimination if I say ( Days) and in the case of uploading (a
day) on the news with a deleted start estimate (he). Zuhair said:

I am fed up with the costs of life and whoever lives eighty years will not be bored .

The syntactic faces of the phrase "I do not care for you" are numerous, and it is said that its name is denoted by
thousands, because it is similar to the additive. The rule is that the singular name is based on what is erected and (aba)
from the six names, or that the original (no father) extended the opening and became (aba) and in this case its name is
singularly based on the opening in the place of the monument and the news in all cases deleted its estimate is present.

.

B - No, negating the worker (not): The grammarians differed in their work, for it was prohibited by the coolant and
the lighter, and authorized by Ibn Jenni even with knowledge. Ibn Malik agreed with that, and the audience of the
grammarians agreed to her work on three conditions: the first of which is to enter the name of Nokra and the second is
that the name be In advance of the news, and the third is not separating it from the name without someone else, and
she says: No man is a starting point, as we say: Zaid is not a starting point ., and she enters the nominal sentence and
raises the first name to her, and the second puts a news to her, and she denies unity, not sex, and only works in denial. .
And from what I have done with it, not in its entry into knowledge, as the poet said, the genius genius: The darkness
of the heart came, no, I am nothing other than her, and cursing her love is indolent. .

Where I work the poet (no) did (not) and its name is knowledge and it is the conscience of the speaker (I) and this
does not agree with the conditions that stipulated its work that it must be entered into two deniers. And entering (Al-
Ba) in her news is few, as Ibn Aqeel mentioned in his explanation, and one of the most important characteristics that
characterizes (not) the work is (not) is that it denies

unity, it is not a text in denying the ruling on the members of all sex, but rather it can be banished from only one and
all the sex . Zuhair said: It is honorable, so that no one who has credit can attain his achievement, and no offender who
is the perpetrator of a Muslim against them .

As the work of the poet (no) is a work (not) whose name is known as evidence of the increase in the "B" in its story
(Muslim).
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A non-negligible, non-operative: it enters the past and present tense verbs, so it denies the time to proceed with the
past, and if its entry is on it a little ., it is more frequent on the present tense, so it denies the situation and reception
unless it is restricted by presumption because the presumption of time is what determines time and stops it. And (no)
does not affect the present tense monument or assertion, so Naveh was called inactive.

@@@@@@

Imru Al-Qais said: An egg is cautious and not well hidden. It enjoyed from an unreliable fun . entered (no) to the
present tense and immediately denied its time and reception and kept the act based on the unknown to raise it. The
condition tool transmits time for the future as a twinkling saying:

If you cannot pay for my dear leave, let me take it easy with what I have in my hand .

It preceded (no) with a vowel section and entered the verb tense of a burner, and it is not a burner unless it was
preceded by an instrument of negation, and its assertion was refrained from the assertion of perhaps the negation.

5-Other: A name stating negation denies the name after it and expresses it according to its location from the sentence,
which obligates the addition because it penetrates into the thumb . Ibn Hisham said: (The principle in (other than) is to
be an adjective of negation, it is a name inherent to the addition in the meaning and may be cut from it Verbally,
understanding the meaning ., and provided that it is not in the sense of (except) it is in the meaning of (except) the
exceptional

Imru Al-Qais said: Is the Lord of an adversary among you a priority that was echoed by advice for his inability to be
inactive?

She denied (other than) what after (an actor) and added to it and removed her thumbs and expresses an adjective to
(advice) followed by the movement and her right to

raise the shop because it is two attributes of the beginner deduct the offense rerouted and raised locally.

And a blink said: Unlike something I said, but I sang, so I couldn’t mind the load of a temple .

(Non) Magrour came with the preposition (on), but the second did not help the negation because it set the exception
meaning (except). Antara said: I have foretold an ungrateful life, my grace and disbelief are hidden for the same
condition .

Where the monument (non) on the objectivity of the infringing verb in which its first effect is concealed because it is
based on the unknown and the verb exceeds three effects.

Tools specialized in negating the actual sentences:

1- No: a letter of negation, firmness, and a heart that specializes in entering the present tense, so confirming it and
fluctuating its temporal significance for the past. Negation with it is certain, unexpected, obtaining, you do not need a
section to confirm its negation as it is required by some tools of negation, and exile with it is absolute and it is not
necessary to exile its companion to the case, but it is permissible to continue It is permissible not to: (Zaid did not
stand up yesterday) and does not say: (Zaid did not rise tomorrow) .

Imru Al-Qais said: If he cried behind her, she left with a hardship and under her slit he did not divert .

And his side said: (And your grandfather did not celebrate when he made a comeback) . I entered (did) on the present
tense actions and influenced them morally and grammatically by overturning the indication of the situation and
reception contained in the present tense to the interrupted past, which is not expected to happen and its silence. In his
part saying (and found you) an oath preceded (not) and (no) opposes this because (no) lost its significance for the past
due to the existence of the oath accompanied by (when) the condition that saved its time for the future.

Zuhair said: The boy's tongue is half and half, so his heart did not remain the image flesh and blood ., the poet denied
(did not) the past time because her sentence was empty of the condition and the present tense verb by deleting the
thousand vowel.

And his saying: A lion who complains about the weapon has a catapult to him, but he has not clipped .

(Lem) entered the present tense and verb and moved it to break the poetic rhyme
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2- Why: It is one of the tools that specializes in entering the present tense verb and asserts it and is called a letter of
negation, firmness and heart because it fluctuates the present tense and exiles it from continuing to the past related to
the present with the expectation that the action will occur in the future.

@@@@@@@@@@@

, and among the grammarians who say that when we deny the past related to the time of the situation and some of
them He says (Why) to deny the past that is close to the situation., and Ibn Fares sees that it is a vehicle of those who
were not certain and what is extra, but rather that they were combined to perform together, which is a simple singular,
even if it turns the present tense into the past and denies its occurrence. and negates the past verb preceded by (may) b
( Why), Sibawayh said: (If he says he has done, then deny it to what he does) .. However, Ibn Malik does not have to
be banished (when) close to the situation, it may be far away. Imru Al-Qais said: So I told him when he howled, our
affair is not rich if you were not funded .

She entered (Lama) on the present present verb verb, denied his connection to the recent past, denied her
unconfirmedly and asserted her to be silent, a break of the rhyme, and comes (when) a policewoman who is not
assertive in the sense of the circumstance (temporal) if she enters into the past verb and requires a verb condition and
his answer, including from Antara:

When I saw the people accepting their plots, I repeated an indecency .

(Why) a policewoman who is not assertive and does not bear the meaning of denial of her entry to the past act (I saw)
responded and the answer of her condition (she repeated)

5- Lin: a negative letter, a monument, and a heart for entering the present tense and installing it. The present tense is
confined to a future time, as it is a negation of (will do) or (will do) . and a denial of its occurrence in the future is a
certain denial without the need to associate with it indicates the future. Some of the grammarians said that (no) is a
composite letter from (no) in the negative and (that) that is erected for the future verb, because (no) will deny my
negation (no) and set the future as a monument

(that) to him, then the hamzah was softened by deletion, so it became (because) so I deleted the thousand to meet Still
(., and Sibawayh does not see this opinion because the verb after the verb (will not) may be advanced towards it: (Zaid
I will not strike) If it was (will not) his compound from (that) and (No) then the verb would have been related to the
literal conductor and when it is possible to move forward It was applied to him ., and she was not mentioned in the
poetry of the pendants.

The second topic / implicit denial:

It is called invisible negation, and it is not explicit and implicit that occurs without the tools of negation originally set
for it and circulated by the Arabs in building and constructing their exile sentences, but instead replaced them with
other tools to perform the same meaning as the tools of the non-assertive condition (Lula, Loma, Lu), metaphorical
questioning, wishful thinking, prohibition, and some verbs That includes the meaning of negation. Perhaps they intend
to do so to sense the addressee with rhetorical excitement, coloring the arts of speech and impartiality about what the
direct apparent negation does not require, and it does not require a taste effort that the recipient senses.

Non-assertive condition tools:

1- Lula: it is a letter of abstinence for the existence of an intervention on a nominal sentence, followed by an actual
sentence ., meaning that the answer to the condition for the existence of the first is precluded.

His party said: Even if no three are from the richness of wealth and found you, I would not celebrate when he got
back .

(Lula) entered Al-Mannai on three and she is a beginner whose story is omitted, and it must be appreciated by an
object or an existing, and her response came in an actual sentence. (Lula) comes an application if you enter the verb.

2- Loma: (Loma) does not differ from (Lula) in anything, and it is a letter of abstinence to exist, an instrument that is
not assertive and is less present in poetry and prose than (Lula) and from the scarcity of its occurrence in poetry. Your
indignation, please .

@@@@@@@

(Luma) entered the impenetrable one on the beginning (the sibling) and deleted her news obligatory, and her answer
was accompanied by lam to link the two sentences of condition.
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3- If: a letter of abstinence to abstain and requires abstaining from the answer to the condition to abstain from the
entire condition and entering it over the past verb, and if it is followed by a first present tense in the past, the answer
(if) the condition is accompanied by lam if it is proven, but it may be stripped from it, but if the answer is negative,
then it is often abstracted From the blame, Ibn Hisham says in (Law): (And Jazm did not work on the meaning of the
condition in it, because it does not transfer the past verb to the meaning of the future and the condition, rather it is for
the future, so I refrained from doing so)

Antara said: If he had known what the interviewer would have complained about, he would have spoken if he spoke to
me .

(Lou) entered the past verb to achieve negation in the sense that her answer refrains from abstaining from her
condition, and from her answers, what is associated with lam is to link the two clauses of the condition from which it
was not combined. (Lu) may come in a non-denial of wishful thinking, and its answer will be accompanied by
fulfillment.

4- If only: A transcript lettering benefits wishful thinking, and it is one of the sisters (if) it erects the name and raises
the news, and it is often used for the impossible and it is permissible to neglect it and its actions when entering (what)
the excess on it . and (Let) go out to deny this meaning because it is not achieved is it is unlikely. His party said:

Likewise, I would go if my friend said that I would not redeem her and redeem it

.

The phrase (Letni) is not something that can happen, so she has imbued the meaning of negation, and she (Let) has
worked in the name of the monument and its actual present tense in the place of raising news.

5- The interrogation: By the metaphorical interrogation, it is a request that does not intend to answer or search for
something unknown, but rather it is carried out to deny the words about Antara's saying:

Did the poets leave from a reluctant or did you know the house after delusion .

(Does) came in the sense that he did not leave or left and has turned (did) from the interrogation to the negation and
saying:

How is the shrine, and its people have been blessed with two unicorns and its people with the flag .

The poet denied the shrine with the interrogative tool (how), which emerged from its indication of interrogation to
another method, which is negation.

6- Wishful thinking: It is a request for something that is not possible or difficult to achieve or obtain, so wishful
thinking is something that is not requested, either because it is referred to or is not covered by it and its tools (if only,
if, if) and in these tools there is a feeling of negation, and (if only) A letter transcriber from the sisters of (if) and
wishful thinking came to (if) and (if) comes without a denial of the request or a source preceded with the verb.

7 - Prohibition: The prohibition of (no) occurs in the definitive prohibition and the present tense is to let the action
events feel in its negative structure.

8- Verbs that include the meaning of negation: Some verbs in our language carry the meaning of negation, even if
they were not preceded by an instrument of negation such as (father, forbidden, rejected, left, left).
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